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ABSTRACT
Buildings consume too much energy. For example, 16.6% of all the energy used in the United
States goes towards just the heating and cooling of buildings. Many governments, organizations,
and companies are setting very ambitious goals to reduce their energy use over the next few
years. Because the time periods for these goals are much less than the average lifetime of a
building, existing buildings will need to be retrofitted. There are two different types of
retrofitting: shallow and deep. Shallow retrofits involve the quickest and least expensive
improvements often including reducing infiltration around windows, under doors, etc and
blowing more insulation into the attic. Deep retrofits are those that involve costly renovation and
typically include adding insulation to the walls and replacing windows. A new, easily installable,
inexpensive, and thin insulation would move insulating the walls from the deep retrofit category
to the shallow retrofit category and thus would revolutionize the process of retrofitting homes to
make them more energy efficient.
This thesis provides an overview of a concept for a new, easily installable, inexpensive, thin
aerogel-based insulation and goes into detail on how the thermal properties of the aerogel were
measured and validated. The transient hot-wire method for measuring the thermal conductivity
of very low thermal conductivity silica aerogel (1 0mW/m K at 1 atm) along with a correction for
end effects was validated with the NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology)
Standard Reference Material 1459, fumed silica board to within 1 mW/mK. Despite the
translucence of the aerogel at certain wavelengths, radiation is not an issue through the aerogel
during the hot-wire test but may be an issue in actual use as an insulation. The monolithic
aerogel thermal conductivity drops significantly with slightly reduced pressure (3.2 mW/m K at
0. latm). For the final composite insulation, the new silica aerogel formula is a great choice and it
is recommended to reduce the pressure around the aerogel to 1 / 1 0 th. In the future, a prototype of
an insulation panel combining a 3-D truss structure, monolithic or granular silica aerogel, and
reduced pressure will be constructed and tested.
Thesis Supervisor: Leon Glicksman
Title: Architecture and Mechanical Engineering Professor
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I Introduction
Buildings consume too much energy. For example, 16.6% of all the energy used in the
United States goes towards just the heating and cooling of buildings. Many governments,
organizations, and companies are setting very ambitious goals to reduce their energy use over the
next few years. Because the time periods for these goals are much less than the average lifetime
of a building, existing buildings will need to be retrofitted.
There are two different types of retrofitting: shallow and deep. Shallow retrofits involve the
quickest and least expensive improvements often including reducing infiltration around
windows, under doors, etc and blowing more insulation into the attic. Deep retrofits are those
that involve costly renovation and typically include adding insulation to the walls and replacing
windows. A new, easily installable, inexpensive, and thin insulation would move insulating the
walls from the deep retrofit category to the shallow retrofit category and thus would
revolutionize the process of retrofitting homes to make them more energy efficient.
For my thesis, I am working on the development of a new, easily installable, inexpensive
and thin insulation. The basic design idea for this new insulation is to use a silica aerogel (the
lowest thermal conductivity material known today without high vacuum) based insulation that
will have superior insulative properties as compared to conventional insulations. It will also be
thin enough that it can be installed on the inside walls of buildings while still adding substantial
R-value.
First, it is important to understand the bigger need for better insulation by explaining the
current state of US energy consumption. Then, a quick introduction to aerogel (including what it
is and how it is made) is necessary because aerogels are a key component of the proposed new
insulation. An overview of the current insulations on the market shows where our new insulation
hopes to fill a void. Finally, an overview of the entire project including the different components
that make up the insulation as well as current progress in each of those regions and an outline for
what is covered in this thesis follows.
1.1 Current state of US energy consumption
According to the US Energy Information Administration, buildings (commercial and
residential combined) are the largest consumers of energy in the United States. [1] They
consume 41% of all the energy as seen in Figure 1. Breaking commercial building energy
consumption down to the end uses, one can see that lighting, space heating, and cooling are the
biggest energy consumers (Figure 2). In residential buildings, space heating, water heating, and
cooling are the biggest energy consumers (Figure 3).
End-Use Shares of Total Energy Consumption In US, 2009
Buildings
41%
Figure 1: Buildings (the combination of residential and commercial) consume the largest
percentage of primary energy in the United States. [1]
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Figure 2: The largest consumer of energy in commercial buildings is lighting followed by
space heating and cooling. [1]
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Figure 3: The largest consumer of energy in residential buildings is space heating
followed by water heating and air conditioning. [1]
Combining the above information, one sees that space heating and cooling of buildings
accounts for 16.6% of all the US primary energy consumption. This is an enormous percentage.
The amount of total US energy consumption that goes towards water heating and refrigerating in
buildings is an additional 8.0%. One way to make both of these percentages smaller is to reduce
the amount of the energy that is wasted through poor insulation. If buildings are very well
insulated, less heat escapes in the winter and less heat enters in the summer. This permits the
heaters and air conditioners to run less and improves building efficiency. The same principles
apply for water heaters and refrigerators. The less heat that escapes from the water heater, the
less energy will be expended to maintain a certain temperature. Refrigerators are a great example
because they have already made remarkable energy efficiency improvements by focusing on
improving insulation. The less ambient heat that enters the refrigerator, the less energy it uses to
stay cool. An ideal material for reducing this heat transfer across a building envelope or
appliance envelope is an aerogel because of its very low thermal conductivity.
1.2 Introduction to aerogel
Aerogels are highly porous, low density, open cell foams that are amongst the best insulators
known to man. They were first invented in 1931 by S.S. Kistler. [2] He developed a method that
replaces the liquid component of a gel with gas which results in aerogel. In 1934, he discovered
that aerogels have very low thermal conductivities. [3] Despite the fact that aerogels have been
around for 80 years, they are still not used as an everyday material due to their fragility and cost.
Kistler's original aerogels were made of silica, but there are now aerogels made of many
different base materials: silica, metal oxides, carbon, organic materials, semiconducting metal
chalcogenide, nanotubes, metals, and more. [4] Silica aerogels still have the lowest thermal
conductivity and are the main type used in insulation. Aerogels have other potential applications
as well including: "in laser experiments, sensors (ultrasonic and gas), nuclear particle detection
(Cherenkov), waste management (gas absorption, radioactive waste confinement), molds for
molten actinides, optics and light-guides, electronic devices, capacitors, energy storage, high
explosive research, imaging devices, catalysts, and X-ray laser research." [5] The applications
most relevant to buildings are as insulation either for walls or for windows. If aerogels could be
made perfectly transparent, they would be the most ideal solution to reduce heat transfer through
windows. As of now, aerogels are simply translucent. This means they can still provide filtered
natural lighting while providing a high resistance to heat transfer, which is good for skylights and
windows used in bathrooms that distort the optical view for privacy reasons, but not so great for
optically clear windows.
Figure 4: Silica aerogels are translucent which makes them a good choice for insulating
skylights.
Typical silica aerogels are made via the sol-gel method followed by supercritical drying with
CO 2. The sol-gel method starts with a liquid solution of chemicals that slowly forms into a gel. A
gel is part liquid and part solid. This process is similar to the household procedure of making
JELL-O. The gel is then dried to replace the liquid with gas. Supercritical drying with CO 2 is the
most common drying process for aerogels. This involves replacing the liquid in the gel with
liquid CO2, then heating and pressuring the gel up past the critical point of CO2 (graphically
depicted in the Figure 5 below) and then cooling and depressurizing to the gas phase. By not
crossing the gas liquid phase change boundary, the structure of the gel is not submitted to the
capillary stress from liquid evaporation and the structure is thus retained. CO2 is the chemical of
choice for this process because its supercritical point is at a relatively low pressure and
temperature. Subcritical drying (freeze drying) is also an option and has been used in creating
cellulose aerogels. [6] Cabot Corporation uses an ambient drying method. [7]
Phase Diagram
Critical Point
Liquid
Solid Typical Path Supercritical Path
Q.
Gas
Temperature
Figure 5: In supercritical drying, the liquid is heated and pressured to pass around the
critical point to the gas phase instead of passing through the gas/liquid phase change line.
This helps preserve the gel's structure.
Aerogels have the lowest thermal conductivity of any material known to man except a
vacuum. A comparison to other types of insulation is covered in the next section.
1.3 Current commercial insulations
There are many different types of insulation on the market today. There are different basic
materials, different installation techniques, and widely different costs. A survey of several
different types of insulation sorted by installation technique and then material are listed in Figure
6. [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] Note that the vacuum panels at the bottom of the table must
maintain a very low pressure, 50 mtorr or less, which increases their cost significantly. The goal
of this project is to create an insulation that has a thermal conductivity between the current
commercial aerogel insulations and the vacuum panels. Ideally, the insulation will also cost less
than vacuum panels and will be easier to install in non-uniform and non-planar conditions.
Common Insulations Thermal Conductivity (mW/m K)
5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45
Loose- Cellulose
Fill Expanded Polystyrene
Blankets Fiber glass
Rock Wool
Closed Cell Phenolic
in-Place Open Cell Phenolic
Polyisocynaurate
Expanded Polystyrene (EPS)
Extruded Polystyrene (XPS)
Rigid Polyurethane Foam
Board Polyisocyanurate Board - Foil faced
Polysocynurate Board - Unfaced
Phenolic Foam
Aspen Aerogel Blanket
Cabot Nanogel Granules
Aerogel
Cabot Thermal Wrap Blanket
Cellulose Aerogel*
Vacuum Glacier Bay Ultra-R w/ Aerogel Core Internal Pressure: 50mtorr
Panels ThermoCor I____
28.9 14.4 9.6 7.2 5.8 4.8 4.1 3.6 3.2 2.9
R-Value per inch (fP *F hrlbtu)
Figure 6: Current insulations have a varied range of thermal properties. Current commercial
aerogel insulations have slightly lower thermal conductivities than other conventional insulations,
while vacuum panels are have the lowest thermal conductivity, but are very expensive. [8] [9]
[10] [11] [12] [13]
1.4 Commercially available aerogel insulations
The top commercial aerogel insulation companies are Aspen Aerogel and Cabot
Corporation. Aspen Aerogel was founded in 2001 and has a product line that consists of an
aerogel filled fiber batting - similar to those found in quilts or blankets. The result is a flexible,
low thermal conductivity insulation. To make this material, Aspen pours aerogel solution onto
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the batting in liquid form and the gel forms around the batting's fibers. Then, the batting and the
gel are sent into a supercritical dryer. The aerogel does not actually bond to the fibers but is
trapped amongst the fibers. This means that when the insulation is flexed, the aerogel pieces tend
to crumble, and lots of dust is released. The lowest thermal conductivity product on their line is
their SpaceLoft@ with an Aspen self-reported thermal conductivity of 14mW/mK. They market
SpaceLoft® as an insulation for buildings, but have several other products (Pyrogel@, Cyrogel@,
SpaceLoft® Subsea) that are marketed towards industries that deal with cryogenic conditions
and oil pipelines. [14]
Figure 7: Aspen Aerogel's SpaceLoft@ insulation is flexible and has
a low thermal conductivity of 14 mW/mK. [14]
Cabot Corporation was founded in 1882 and is "a global performance materials
company." Their primary products are "rubber and specialty grade carbon blacks, inkjet
colorants, fumed metal oxides, aerogel, tantalum and related products, and cesium formate
drilling fluids, among other." [15] They make three aerogel products two labeled under the name
Nanogel@ and one under the name Enovarm: Nanogel@ Translucent Aerogel (granules),
Nanogel@ Aerogel Thermal Wrap (similar to Aspen Aerogel's blanket products) and EnovaM
aerogel for coatings. The granular product is marketed towards use in skylights and has a
reported thermal conductivity around 21.5 mW/m K at room temperature.[10] The blanket
product is marketed towards pipeline usage again similar to the Aspen Aerogel products and has
a reported thermal conductivity around 23 mW/m K at room temperature. [11 ]The coating
product was first introduced in March 2011 with a reported thermal conductivity of 12 mW/m K
and an upper limit thickness of 2mm. [16]
Figure 8: Cabot Corporation has two aerogel products: Nanogel@ Translucent Aerogel(granules to the left) and Nanogel@ Aerogel Thermal Wrap (right). The granules are all
4mm in diameter or smaller. The wrap has a thickness of 8mm or smaller.
1.5 Overall project summary
The current research project is focused on the development of a new aerogel that has a
thermal conductivity of 9 mW/m K or less, can be structurally robust, and can be put into a form
that can be easily installed in buildings. There are three parts to developing this new insulation:
the actual making of new lower thermal conductivity aerogel, determining the new aerogel's
structural properties and/or creating an external structure to support it, and accurately measuring
the aerogel's thermal properties.
Yanjia Zuo, followed by her successor, Yi He, has worked on developing a new aerogel
recipe that would have excellent thermal properties and improved mechanical properties. She
developed a new 3-step sol gel processing method that allows for better control of the formation
of the aerogel structure. She also added doped functional materials to aid in improving the
mechanical properties. [17]
Unfortunately, Thomas Goutierre, our structures researcher, and Zuo discovered that the
more one tries to improve the mechanical properties of aerogel, the higher (and less ideal) the
thermal conductivity of the resulting aerogel. The ideal mechanical properties and ideal thermal
properties are on opposite sides of a lever. As one improves, the other gets worse. To get around
this problem, Zuo and now He are simply trying to make an aerogel that has the lowest thermal
conductivity possible and mechanical properties just good enough to enable handling of the
aerogel without breaking. Goutierre, on the other hand, developed a 3-D truss that could house
the aerogel and protect it structurally while minimizing the truss's own thermal conductivity.
[18]
The author of this thesis has ensured that the thermal conductivity measurements were
accurate and developed keen insights into ways of making the thermal conductivity of an
eventual composite panel (combining the aerogel and the 3-D truss) have a lower thermal
conductivity. Chapter 2 discusses the transient hot-wire method used to measure the thermal
conductivity of the aerogel, a correction to the method due to end effects, and validation of the
measurements. Chapter 3 discusses the possible additional thermal conductivity due to radiation
that would be present in a panel but appears as a smaller contribution in the hot-wire test.
Chapter 4 presents the thermal conductivity results at various pressures for a variety of aerogels
including the one made by my project mates. Chapter 5 describes one possible way to have a
flexible insulation panel out of smaller inflexible parts while maintaining a reduced pressure.
Chapter 6 summarizes the conclusions from this work and discusses future work to be done.
2 Method of measuring thermal conductivity
There are several different ways to measure the thermal conductivity of a material. The
classic method is using a guarded hot-plate. This involves sandwiching a material between two
plates that are held at different constant temperatures, allowing the temperature distribution
through the material to go to steady state, and then measuring the resulting heat flux through the
material. The advantage to this method is the accuracy of the results. The disadvantages include
the need for large material sample sizes, the unknown contact resistances between the material
and the two plates, the need for guard heaters around the metered section, and the long period of
time it takes to run each test as all temperatures must reach steady state. Much faster methods are
transient methods.
A commercially available thermal conductivity tester that uses a transient method called the
Transient Plane Source (TPS) technique is made by the Swedish company Hot-Disk@.[19] It is
essentially a flat coil of thin wire that has a known temperature resistance relationship that is
again sandwiched between two samples of the material. A current is run through the wire and its
temperature changes at a rate that depends on the thermal conductivity of the surrounding
material. This method can measure much smaller sample sizes and since it is a transient test
instead of a steady-state test, can perform the measurements much faster. Unfortunately, the
sample has to be in two pieces that each needs to have one completely planar side. This is hard to
achieve for some materials.
A third method for measuring thermal conductivity uses laser flashes. In this method, a short
laser pulse heats one side of a sample. That heat transfers to the other side of the sample over a
time which depends on the thermal conductivity of the material. The temperature rise of the
sample's back side is recorded over time with an infrared detector. The thermal diffusivity, often
along with the specific heat, is determined with this data. The thermal conductivity is simply a
function of these calculated terms along with the density of the material. [20] The advantages to
this method are that it is very quick and other thermal properties are simultaneously measured.
Unfortunately, you need to have fairly precise sample sizes that can be hard to create. For
aerogels it is particularly difficult to use the laser flash method, because the laser beam could
pass straight through the material if a metal layer were not deposited on the front surface.
Because the aerogel is porous, it is very difficult to nearly impossible to deposit a layer of
anything on its surface.
A final method, which is similar to the Transient Plane Source technique, is simply called
the transient hot-wire method. In this method, a very thin wire that has a known temperature
resistance relationship is placed within a sample of material. A current is run through the wire for
a defined length of time and its temperature increases at different rates depending on the thermal
properties of the surrounding material. The linear slope part of the temperature versus ln(time)
plot relates to the thermal conductivity, K. This method is very quick and can be used on small
material sample sizes. It has been used widely in the past and proven accurate for measuring
thermal conductivities of fluids, gases, and solids. [21] As our chosen method, it explained
thoroughly in the next section.
2.1 Transient hot-wire set-up and method
The transient hot-wire method is used to measure the thermal conductivity of our aerogel.
This apparatus is simply a very thin platinum wire (25.4ptm diameter) that has a known electric
resistance-temperature relationship embedded in the aerogel. A small current is run through the
wire and its temperature rises. The rate of the temperature rise is dependent on the thermal
properties of the surrounding material, which in our case is the aerogel. The slope of the linear
part of the temperature rise versus ln(time) plot correlates to the thermal conductivity, k, via
_ qkdT (1)
4,c d n(t)
where q is the heat flux per unit length from the wire, T is the temperature of the wire, and t is
the time. Only the linear part of the temperature rise versus ln(time) plot is used to calculate the
thermal conductivity in order to avoid the effects associated with the capacitance of the wire at
short times as seen in the figure below. (Note that the linear part of the plot was determined to
have been established when the linear fit had a correlation coefficient squared of 0.98 or higher.)
If the test were run for long times, eventually the heat from the wire would reach the boundaries
of the aerogel sample and the curve would once again become non-linear and only the linear
portion would be used. Our experiments were run for a total 1 sec and the data used to determine
the thermal conductivity was from 0.5 sec to 1 sec.
Linear Region
Wire
Capcitance
Effects
In(Time)
Figure 9: Typical plot of hot-wire temperature rise versus the log of time
The relationship between k and the slope of temperature rise versus ln(time) is derived from
the equation developed by Carslaw and Jaeger [22] that models a perfectly conducting cylinder
of radius, r., surrounded by an infinite, homogenous, isotropic material that starts at a constant
temperature, and is heated at a constant rate of q per unit length and per unit time. If the Fourier
number
Fo = ct/r,2  (2)
(where a is the thermal diffusivity of the surrounding material, r, is the radius of the hot-wire,
and t is the time of the hot-wire test) is much greater than 1, then the temperature rise of the wire
is modeled as
AT( t) = Ei (3)
4rk 4at
where and Ei is the exponential function
e-"
-Ei(-x) = J- du (4)
If rf /4at < 1 is true, as in this case, then the model can be simplified using the first term
approximation of Ei to get
q 4at (5)
eiT(r,t) =-ln -re41rk rzey
where y is Euler's constant of 0.5772, and ey isl.7811 . Equation (1) follows directly from
equation (5).
Transient hot-wires are typically used to measure solids by having a sandwich of the sample
material around the hot-wire. This introduces a contact resistance between the hot-wire and the
sample. An external pressure has to be applied to reduce this contact resistance that in turn
slightly changes the structure of the material and thus the thermal conductivity. The thermal
conductivity then becomes a function of not only the material but also the external pressure
applied. For testing our aerogel, the wire was embedded in the initial liquid solution before the
gel was formed and then dried inside the gel while it became an aerogel. This means that there is
the least possible contact resistance achievable. A schematic of the hot-wire arrangement along
with a real prepared sample are shown in the figures below.
Sample of material
Pt wire
Cu wire
Figure 10: Schematic of hot-wire (Pt wire) embedded in the material
Figure 11: Aerogel sample with hot-wire embedded
Note that the hot-wire is soldered to a copper wire at both ends. The copper wire has a
diameter of 254pm, 10 times that of the platinum, and thus provides much less electrical
resistance meaning that the change in resistance measure during the experiment will be isolated
to the thin platinum hot-wire and the copper wire temperature will remain constant.
The transient hot-wire setup used for this thesis was originally set up by Jinwei Gao to
measure the thermal conductivity of nano-fluids [23] and by Aaron Schmidt to measure the
thermal conductivity of nanoparticle suspensions in insulating media [24]. They each claim that
their set-up was from Nagasaka and Nagashima [25]. The Nagasaka and Nagashima set-up is
unique because it is for measuring the thermal conductivity of electrically conducting liquids.
Since the aerogel samples are not electrically conducting, we did not have to worry about
insulating our hot-wire and simply used a bare platinum wire. Note that the resistance change of
the hot-wire is very small due to the small temperature changes (that allow use of the Carslaw
and Jaeger solution) and thus is measured using a wheatstone bridge.
2.2 Sizing hot-wire samples
In order to use the transient hot-wire test, we need to make sure that the sample sizes are
large enough that the heat does not reach the edge of the sample, in the radial direction, during
the test time. To determine the minimum sample sizes that are acceptable, we did simple
estimates of the semi-infinite body penetration depth (ST) for a material subject to a step change
in heat flux at the surface. The related equation is
6r= 3.20V/d (6)
for planar bodies, where a is the thermal diffusivity of the material and t is the time. For a test
time of 1 see, pure fused silica (SiO2 - the major molecule in silica aerogel) has a thermal
penetration depth of -2.9mm. Since silica aerogels, in general, have much lower thermal
conductivities than pure fused silica, this is an upper limit on the penetration depth for our
aerogel. To check that this number is in the proper range, we used the published properties of a
Cabot Corp. aerogel [7] to get a resulting thermal penetration depth around 1.4mm. We will use
the result for the pure fused silica in our future calculations to be on the safe side. The
penetration depth gives a minimum radius of material needed around the hot-wire. Our current
aerogel samples have a radius of 7-8 mm which is several times this value. In reality during the
hot-wire test, 70% of the heat rise in the aerogel is within 0.19 mm of the wire as explained
further in section 3.4.
On a similar note, our sample sizes are limited by size of the autoclave used in the
supercritical drying process in making the aerogel and thus the diameter of the hot-wire is also
limited. In using the hot-wire method and the Carslaw and Jaeger solution, equation (3), one of
the assumptions is that the Fourier number, equation (2), is much greater than 1. The Fourier
number is proportional to the duration of the hot-wire test over the radius of the hot-wire
squared. If a larger hot-wire was used, the duration of the test would need to be increased, which
would in turn increase the penetration depth of the heat into the material. This means that a larger
sample size would be needed, but this is limited by the size of the supercritical drying autoclave.
This explains the need for such a thin hot-wire with a diameter of 25.4pm.
2.3 End effects correction
One problem with the transient hot-wire test is the end effects in the wire. During the
experiment, the ends of the hot-wire are at a lower temperature than the middle because the
copper wire (to which it is soldered) provides less resistance to electrical flow, has a high
thermal capacitance (mass), and also has negligible electrical heating. This effect is easily
visualized when the scale of the hot-wire (25ptm diameter platinum) is compared to that of the
copper wire (2 5 4 pm diameter) as shown in the figure below. The copper wire is so much larger it
is practically a heat sink that remains at constant temperature throughout the length of the test.
Figure 12: Because the copper wire (254pm diameter) is an
order of magnitude larger than the platinum wire (25pm) and
because the hot-wire test is so short, we assume that the
copper wire does not change temperature and is effectively
a heat sink.
The experiment only measures the total resistance change of the hot-wire over time. After
relating resistance to temperature, this measurement is effectively the change of the average
temperature of the wire over time. The end effects lower this average temperature which causes
the resulting thermal conductivity measurement to be higher than the true thermal conductivity.
Other researchers and scientists have developed methods to correct for this in the past
including the potential-lead method and the compensated lead method. The potential lead
method has two different sets of wires coming from the hot-wire. One set attaches to the ends of
the wire and provides the current, while the other set, the potential lead wires, attaches closer to
the middle of the wire and only measures the resistance change but provides no current. The
potential lead wires must be significantly thinner than hot-wire as to not induce a new source for
end effects. This has been done in the past by Le Bail [26] using a hot-wire that it 25tm in
diameter (the same as ours) and potential lead wires with a diameter of 10 Im, but we found that
it was extremely difficult to attach the very thin potential lead wires to the already very thin hot-
wire and thus were not able to use this method. The other standard method to deal with end
effects, the compensated lead method, uses two hot-wires of different length. The assumption is
that the end effects will be the same on the two different wires and thus if the resistance of the
wires were subtracted from one another, the end effects would be removed. This works well and
has been used widely in the past by many different researchers and scientists including Assael
[27], De Groot [28], Kestin [29], etc. Unfortunately, we were already having much difficulty
getting one wire in a sample and two wires would have been impossible. Thus we developed a
way to correct for the end effects based on theory.
Our study developed a method to correct for hot-wire end effects based on the fin model. In
order to use the fin model, we must assume that the heat capacity of the hot-wire is very small so
that at any instant we can use the steady state fin analysis. A fin is a piece of material that
conducts heat in one direction and transfers heat via convection in all other directions. In the case
of the hot-wire, by symmetry, only one half of the wire length is modeled as a fin and heat
conducts in one direction and then radiates and conducts (instead of convecting) out into the
surrounding material. A simple schematic of a fin is shown below where L is the length of the fin
(or also the half length of the hot-wire), TB is the temperature at the base of the fin or at the end
of the wire, Tco is the temperature of the surrounding material at a distance (and the temperature
of the entire sample before the test begins), x is the distance along the fin under consideration,
Qcond is the heat transfer due to conduction per unit time, Qconv is the heat transfer due to
convection per unit time, and QI2 is the heat generated in the wire by the current run through the
wire's resistance.
Base of fin (end of the wire)
T =TB
Ocona(X W
I I
x=0 x
Figure 13: Schematic of a fin used
Tip of fin (middle
Q conv of the wire)
/ Surrounding
oQ2Rdx Qcond(x + dx) Material, T =
I I
x+dx x=L
to model the hot-wire and correction for end effects. [30]
To correct for the end effects, one needs to know the temperature distribution along the length of
the wire. Considering a small element of the fin from x to x + dx, the first law of
thermodynamics looks like
cond (X) - Qcond (X + dx) - dQconv + QI2Rdx = 0
,
T.
(7)
By expanding the second conduction term using the Taylor expansion, one gets
Qcond(x + dx) = o dcond (8)dx
and along with Newton's Law of Cooling,
d Qcon = -hedAs(T - Too) (9)
where he is the convection heat transfer coefficient from the surface of the fin to the surrounding
material (for our case we will redefine heas he the effective heat transfer coefficient as shown in
equation (37)) , dAs is the surface area of the small element and T is the temperature of the
small element, the first equation becomes
- d con dx - hdAs(T - To) + QI2Rdx = 0 (10)
dx
By defining the differential area as
dAS = Pdx (11)
where P is the circumference of the fin, and applying the Fourier Conduction Law, equation (10)
becomes
d dT=
-x -kA c -) dx - heP(T - Too)dx + QI2Rdx = 0 (12)
where k is the thermal conductivity of the fin material and Ae is the cross-sectional area of the
fin. By defining,
(13)= T Q2RheP
equation (12) can also be written as
d2 T heP
dx2 k AC T T)= 0 (14)
when one assumes that the thermal conductivity k of the wire is independent of temperature.
Since To, is a constant, the following equation is true and can be substituted into equation (14) to
produce equation (16).
(15)
d -_ heP
dx2 ( - Too) k A (7 Too) = 0 (16)
This last equation is called the "fin equation" because it describes the transfer of heat from the
fin under steady state conditions. Now, by redefining the constant before the second term as
heP
2 kAC
and substituting it back into equation (16), the simplified version looks like
d 2 (T-_Too) 2-
dx2  - m2(T - To) = 0 (18)
Let's assume that the solution to the above differential equation takes the following form,
(17)
d2 _ 2 _
dx2 (T dx2 (T - Too)
T - T, = ce ax (19)
Substituting this solution form into equation (18), we end up with the following.
d2(T-T) = a2 ceax = a2(T - To) = m 2(T - To) (20)
dx2
a =+m (21)
Integrating twice yields the following equation with two unknowns.
(T - Tw) = cie m x + c2e -mx (22)
To finish solving, one needs two boundary conditions on the fin, one for each unknown constant.
The first boundary condition assumes that the base of the fin (at x = 0) is the same temperature
as the surface to which it is connected. For the hot-wire, this assumes that the point of the hot-
wire soldered to the copper wire 'base' is at the same temperature as the copper wire which also
happens to be the temperature of the material a long way from the wire at To, so
TB2 - R 
_Q12R (23)
T= TB hP=Tco h-
Substituting this first boundary condition into equation (22) results in the below equation.
(TB - To) = c1 + c2  (24)
For the second boundary condition, assume that there is no heat transfer through the tip of the fin
(the tip is adiabatic) due to the symmetry at half the wire length, which means the following
equation is true. For the hot-wire, we are only modeling one half of the wire. Thus, the tip of the
fin is the exact midpoint of the hotwire at which point there is no temperature difference between
either side of the midpoint resulting in no heat transfer. One half of the wire can thus be modeled
as a fin with an adiabatic tip with the following condition.
dT
dx=L
= 0 (25)
Differentiating equation (22) and applying the adiabatic tip boundary condition yields
d(TL - Too)
dx = mciemx - mczemx = 0
Solving for c2
C2 = cie2mL
and substituting this back into equation (24) found by the first boundary condition
TB - Too = ci + c1 e 2mL (28)
makes is possible to find a solution for ci and subsequently a solution for c2
TB - Too
= 1 + e 2 mL
c TB - Too
-1 + e 2mL
(29)
(30)
Combining the solutions for constants ci and c2 with equation (22) results in the solution for the
temperature distribution along the length of the fin or along one half of the hot-wire.
(26)
(27)
T - To emx e-mx e-m(L-x) + em(L-x)
TB-T 1 + e2mL 1 +e- 2mL emL + e-mL (31)
This solution can be simplified a bit more by using the definition of the hyperbolic cosine
eu - e-"
coshu = (32)2
to yield the temperature distribution as
6 T - Too cosh m(L - x) (33)
OB TB- T, cosh mL
where &/6 Bis the non-dimensional temperature at distance x along the length of the fin, L. Note
that the 6 terms are defined as
S= T -oo (34)
OBT-cOTO QI2R QI2 R (35)OB -=TB -Too = Too - - To- (5
The only unknown in equation (33) is he (part of m), the 'convective' heat transfer coefficient
between the hot-wire and the aerogel. Since there is no convective heat transfer from the wire to
the aerogel due to the aerogel's structure, he will be replaced by a new term, he, defined as the
effective heat transfer coefficient between the wire and the aerogel. To find an approximation for
this value, we start by defining he from the basic convective heat transfer equation, equation (36)
below, called Newton's Law of Cooling (already mentioned and defined previously in equation
(9)), and then solve for he as shown in equation (37)
q = heAsAT = he1TDAT (36)
1
he = AT (37)
rD -
q
where q is the heat flux per unit length and AT is the change in temperature of the hot-wire
through the test (or Twire - T) as defined in the next paragraph.
Assuming that the hot-wire is a perfect conductor surrounded, with no contact resistance, by
an infinite medium of aerogel (which is effectively true because of the calculations to determine
the minimum sample size needed in the previous section), and assuming that it is heated at a rate
of q per unit length per unit time, the change in temperature of the wire (AT), which is also the
difference between the wire temperature and the temperature far from the wire, has already been
solved for by Carslaw and Jaeger [22] and is shown in the equation below (this equation is the
same as previously mentioned equation (5)),
q /-4act\
AT = q(n +-... (38)
4wk rey+
where a is the thermal diffusivity (we used the value provided by Cabot Corp. for their aerogel).
The solution involves iteration. K is the initial thermal conductivity of the aerogel obtained from
the uncorrected experimental thermal conductivity result. After finding a AT with this initial
thermal conductivity, this AT substituted into the previous he equation (37), which is then
substituted into the fin approximation equation (33). This results in a model predicting the
temperature distribution along the length of the hot-wire as a function of time. The iteration
comes after using this temperature distribution to find a corrected value for the thermal
conductivity (described in detail in the next few pages), which then can be substituted back into
equation (38), and following the same procedure to find a new temperature distribution. Note
that after many iterations, the corrected thermal conductivity (after the first iteration) does not
change significantly and thus only iteration is done for the rest of this paper.
For the MIT aerogel (1 6E), the resulting temperature distribution at two different times is
shown in Figure 14 below. (The 16E description refers to the formula used in making the
aerogel and is described in more detail in section 4.5.) The temperature at distance 0 is equal to
the temperature of the copper wire, which is assumed to be steady throughout a hot-wire test
because of its high thermal conductivity and much large mass. The temperature in the middle of
the wire is the highest and is represented as the lowest point in the next figure.
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Figure 14: Predicted temperature distribution along the length of the hot-wire due
for the MIT aergeol (16E) with a silver wire at time is 0.5 sec and 1.0 sec.
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to end effects
The duration of the hot-wire test is 1 second, but the temperature versus ln(time) plot does not
become linear until the second half on the test as mentioned in the previous section. This linear
slope results in the thermal conductivity via equation (1). The temperature distribution along the
length of the hot-wire is calculated at both 0.5 sec and 1.0 sec to account for the fact that the
slope from 0.5 sec to 1.0 sec is used to calculate the thermal conductivity. Calculating the
corrected thermal conductivity using both time extremes should result in an upper and lower
bound on the true thermal conductivity.
By relating the average of the non-dimensional temperature distribution to the change in
average temperature measured by the experiment, and by relating the average of the non-
dimensional temperature distribution to the 'middle' value of the non-dimensional temperature
distribution (the value in the middle of the wire where end effects are not present), we can find
the temperature change of the middle of the wire during the experiment. The below equations
describes this in detail. First, let's define the average of the temperature of the wire as related to
the initial temperature of the surrounding material
1fL QI2R
avg = Odx = Tapg - Too = Tavg - IP Tx, (39)
and relate this to the temperature at the end of the wire
0 avg Tavg - h -T Tavg + (Too- TL) ~ To
QI2R- TL(40)OB Q52 R TOO ~~L
heP
and simplify
eavg Tavg - To + Too - TL Tavg Too Too- TL
+(41)
B TOO - Tj L TOO TL TO -TL
Tavg Tco - avg 1  (42)
T- TL OB
Tavg - Tco 6 avg 
_ 
6 B - Oavg (43)
TL - TOO OB OB
Dividing both the top and the bottom of the 6 side of the equation by - 0 B, results in the below
equation
Oavg OB
Tavg - TxO _ 6 B 8B _ ATexperiment (44)
TL - TO OB ATcorrected
8B
where OB/OB is the value at the end of the non-deminsional temperature distribution along the
wire or 1, and Bavg /0 B is the average of the non-dimensional temperature over all distances
along the hot-wire (simply found by average the values of the distribution found in equation
(33)), ATexperimentis the change in the average temperature of the wire during the test or
Tapg - T, and last ATcorrected is the unknown change in temperature of the middle of the hot-
wire where end effects are eliminated or TL - T,. Solving for IATcorrected results in a corrected
value for the temperature change of the wire at each time dependent data point. A new thermal
conductivity can be calculated from the corrected temperature change.
2.4 Validation
To validate our transient hot-wire method as well as the end effects correction, a sample of
the National Institute of Standards and Technologies Standard Reference Material (NIST SRM)
1459 was tested with several different lengths of hot-wire. The NIST material was prepared by
heating it to 1080C for 24 hours to remove moisture as recommended by NIST. Two slabs of the
reference material (approximately 2.54cm x 15cm x 6cm) were sandwiched together with the
hot-wire in between. A dent was made where the soldered joint between the platinum and copper
would sit on either end of the hot-wire. The two slabs were loaded with various amounts of
weight to ensure the contact resistance between the hot-wire and the slabs was at a minimum.
The values reported are when the pressure on the slabs was 10.1 kPa (1.5 psi). The experimental
results for the thermal conductivity of the SRM, the corrected results using the two temperature
distribution extremes, and the true SRM thermal conductivity are presented in Figure 15 and
Table 1 below.
NIST SRM 1459 Experiment and Corrected Thermal Conductivity
* Experimental K
ff Corrected K using t = 0.5 sec
temp. distribution
A Corrected K using t = 1.0 sec
temp. distribution
-M-True K from NIST
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Hot-wire Length (m)
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Figure 15: NIST SRM 1459 experiment and corrected thermal conductivity
Hot-wire Experimental Corrected K using t = 0.5 Corrected K using t = 1.0 K reported
Length K sec temp. distribution sec temp. distribution from NIST
[m] [mK/m*K] [mW/m*K] [mK/m*K] [mK/m*K]
0.0763 22.3 21.7 21.7 20.6
0.0605 22.4 21.7 21.6
0.0423 22.7 21.7 21.6
Table 1: NIST SRM 1459 experiment and corrected thermal conductivity
It is important to note that the uncorrected experimental thermal conductivity drops as the
wire length increases. The thermal conductivity should not depend on the length of the wire, thus
showing that the end effects are an issue. The two corrected thermal conductivities, using the
t=0.5 sec temperature distribution and the t=1.0 sec temperature distribution, are nearly identical
telling us that effect of the changing temperature distribution from 0.5 sec to 1.0 sec is nearly
insignificant. Also, the corrected thermal conductivities are independent of the wire length just as
one would expect and are within 5% or 1.1 mW/m*K of the NIST reported thermal conductivity.
A possible reason for the difference in thermal conductivity is that the NIST SRM 1459 is
anisotropic as pointed out by Vivek Kapur at DuPont.
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3 Radiation
For semi-transparent materials like aerogels, the energy from the hot-wire is transferred by a
combination of conductive and radiative heat transfer. The radiative component might not be
measured properly by means of a fine radial wire such as the hot-wire test. In a large planar
insulation, the radiation may be more significant. In addition radiation effects will differ if the
mean free path of radiation is an order of magnitude smaller than the penetration of the thermal
transient into the test material or if the mean free path of radiation is thicker than the test sample.
Thus, we performed Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) tests on our aerogel to
measure the transmissivity from which we can calculate the mean free path of radiation, the
extinction coefficient, and the potential additional thermal conductivity to that measured by the
transient hot-wire method. Note that this same issue may be critical in the before mentioned
transient plane source technique for measuring thermal conductivity.
3.1 Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) for transmissivity,
extinction coefficient, and optical thickness
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) consists of a device with a laser that emits
light at different wavelengths on one side and a detector that measures intensity of that light on
the other side. Transmissivity (T) is defined as the ratio of intensity of light that is transmitted
through a material (IT) to the intensity of light that initially went into the material (I,) as shown
in the equation below.
T _ T (45)
I0
The FTIR machine outputs a value that is the intensity of light that passes through the
material (IT) over the intensity of light when no material is present or essentially the intensity of
light directly from the laser (IL). The problem is that the intensity of light when no material is
present is not the same as the intensity of light that goes into the material. This is because some
of the initial intensity gets reflected off the surface of the material instead of going into the
material. This discrepancy needed to be corrected before more analysis could be done.
Figure 16 below shows the different ways that the light intensity from the laser beam (IL)
weakens as it hits and passes through a material. First, the intensity splits into two parts at the
surface of the material, part is reflected (IR) and part goes into the material (I,), as described in
equation (46). Then, the light that goes into the material is again split into two parts, one part is
absorbed by the material (IA) and one part gets transmitted through to the detector (IT), as
described in equation (47).
\ \IA Io = IL - IR (46)
ILR IA
Io = IA + IT (47)
Figure 16: Various light intensities during an FTIR test
In order to get the correct value for transmissivity, we need to account for the reflectance off
the front surface of the aerogel. The reflectance is only dependent on the front surface of the
material, while the transmissivity is dependent on the thickness of the material. If several
different thicknesses of aerogel are tested, the reflectance component would ideally stay constant
while the transmissivity would change. Equation (48), called Beer's Law, assumes that the
relationship between transmissivity and thickness is an exponential, where x is the thickness of
the sample and a is an unknown constant. Rearranging equation (48) yields equation (49) below.
T -eax (48)
10 IL R
I 4I
IT -IR ) -ax(49)
-(1 I)ea
We tested four different thicknesses of aerogel (between 0.1mm and 1mm). Thus, we had
four equations (each based on equation (49)) and only two unknowns, L and a. Note that - isIL IL
the output from the FTIR machine. Using the four equations, we solved for the best fit value of
- and a for each wavelength of the experiment. The correct transmissivity then only depended
on the constant a found through the previously mentioned analysis for each wavelength and the
thickness of the sample as seen in equation (48). The measured value of L of each sample andIL
correct transmissivity of each sample is shown on the next page.
Note that the FTIR test had to split into two parts for each sample, the far infrared
wavelength range and the mid infrared wavelength range, because of the limits of the detectors in
the machine.
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Figure 17: Measured transmissivity from FTIR machine of four sample thicknesses of MIT aerogel (16E) and corrected transmissivity for
the same samples (Thicknesses: Sample A - 0.23 mm, Sample B - 0.39mm, Sample C - 0.60mm, Sample D - 0.75mm)
The extinction coefficient for each wavelength (Ke) is calculated using the corrected
transmissivity for each wavelength (Ti) as well as the thickness of the sample (x) in equation
(50).
K n (T) (50)
The extinction coefficient for our aerogel is shown in the figure on the next page. The top
and bottom plots are of the same data with different scales on the y-axis. This same data in is
presented in the appendix with different scales on the extinction coefficient axis.
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Figure 18: Extinction coefficient of MIT aerogel (16E) at each wavelength in the mid to far infrared regions
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From the extinction coefficients, one can determine the wavelengths for which the aerogel is
optically thick or, conversely, optically thin. Optical thickness (to,) is defined as
to, = KeX (51)
where x is the thickness of the material. A material is considered optically thick if to, >> 1. For
the sake of this thesis, the aerogel will be considered optically thick if toL > 5 and optically thin
(transparent) or of intermediate optical thickness if to, < 5. For the transient hot-wire test, with a
penetration depth of 1.4mm according to the analysis in Section 2.2, the extinction coefficient
that results in an optically thick sample is 3,500 m-1 . Our aerogel is not optically thick during the
hot-wire test in five different wavelength regions (presented below in Table 2) that account for
approximately 43% of the blackbody energy and thus appears to not be negligible. Note that in
actuality, 70% of the heat only penetrates 0.12mm as described further in Section 3.4 which
means a much higher percentage is not optically thick.
No6 pial Thic Regios (p) %BakoyEeg6t30
2.499 - 3.335 0.03
3.372 - 3.389 0.00
3.418 - 3.432 0.00
3.459 - 7.648 11.85
10.781 - 11.758 6.29
13.365 - 15.118 8.71
18.653 - 19.79 3.18
28.340 - 199.44 12.54
Total 42.60
Table 2: Percent of blackbody energy in wavelength regions
that are not optically thick for a material thickness of 1.4 mm
As a sanity check to make sure that the numbers from the previous sections make sense,
compare the heat flux from the hot-wire, Qwire (t), to the maximum possible heat flux from
radiation (assuming that the hot-wire is a blackbody), Qrad (t), with the below equation
Qrad SAwirea(Twire(t)4 - Tamb4 ) (52)
Qwire 1t -2R(t)
where SAwire is the surface area of the hot-wire, Twire (t) is the temperature of the hot-wire as a
function of time, Tamb is the temperature of the surrounding material at the beginning of the test
or the temperature a long way from the hot-wire, I is the current through the hot-wire, and R (t)
is the changing resistance of the hot-wire. For the data collected with a blackened hot-wire
(presented in Section 3.3), the maximum value of the ratio of radiation heat flux to the hot-wire's
heat flux is 5% using equation (52). This leads us to believe that radiation is not an issue using
the hot-wire method despite 57% of the blackbody energy being in the optically thick regions.
For larger diameter hot-wires, radiation may be more important and more closely characterize
results for thick insulations.
For use in an insulation, the aerogel will be much thicker at 1cm or more. In this case, the
aerogel is optically thick in regions where the extinction coefficient is 500 1/m. The not optically
thick regions are then shown below and account for a much smaller 2.7% of the total black body
energy at room temperature.
2.499 - 2.666 0.00
3.523 - 5.000 1.23
5.499 - 5.813 0.92
94.28 - 199.44 0.56
Total 2.70
Table 3: Percent of blackbody energy in wavelength regions
that are not optically thick for a material thickness of 1 cm
3.2 Rosseland mean extinction coefficient
When a material is optically thick, such as in the 1cm thick insulation case, the net
radiative heat flux is only dependent on local gradients. The radiation is emitted from one local
point, absorbed at another and then re-emitted, absorbed, re-emitted, etc. This is called the
diffusion model and is very similar to conduction. The net radiative heat flux for each
wavelength, qA , can be described by the Rossleand diffusion equation below
dqx 4 de, (53)
dA 3 Ke, dx
where K, is the extinction coefficient of the material at each wavelength and eb,, is the
blackbody hemispherical flux at each wavelength. [31] Integrating this over all wavelengths in
which the material is optically thick results in
4 aebad
fAA 3Ke, ax
4
dA
3K J
3KRAA -Ae fAd
4 a f., eb,dA (54)
4 deb fAA ebd A
3 KeRA Ox eb
4 - 4 [-T 3 -a ebd
3 KeRAA Ox eb
where qA, is the net radiative heat flux over the wavelengths where the material is optically
thick, eb is the total blackbody hemispherical flux over all wavelengths, fA eb, dA is the total
blackbody hemispherical flux over all wavelengths in which the material is optically thick,
KeRAk is defined as the Rosseland mean extinction coefficient (an extinction coefficient averaged
over all wavelengths for which the material is optically thick and is described in more detail in
the next paragraph), o is the Stefan-Boltzman constant (5.67E-8 W/m2K 4), and T is temperature.
By relating this diffusion approximation to Fourier's Law of Conduction as shown below
4 BT [fu ed] d T
q - 4aeT 3 -- eb ~ kraa - (55)
one can determine an addition to the thermal conductivity due to radiation (krad) shown below
that might not be accounted for when using the hot-wire method.
_16 T3 1fe6adT3 (56)kraa =3-
3 KejR,AL eb
Now, we need to find the Rosseland mean extinction coefficient (KeRAA) as defined by the
equations below for regions where the material is optically thick
1 deb 1 aeb-
A X K,,,e Ox a IaT (57)
KeRAI 9eb "d axaeb"dKl oe ax aeT
C1
ebA C (58)
As(e 2 /AT - 1)
C1 = 27rhC0 2  (59)
C2 = " (60)kB
where eba is the spectral hemispherical blackbody flux, Ke, is the extinction coefficient at
specific wavelength, T is the temperature (assumed to be 300K), A is the wavelength, CO is the
speed of light in a vacuum (3E8 m/s), h is Planck's constant (6.626068E-3 m2kg/s), and kB is the
Boltzman constant (1.3806503E-23 m2kg/s2K). [32] Because the material is not optically thick
across all wavelengths, the integrals in equation (57) cover only the optically thick wavelengths
instead of wavelengths from zero to infinity. Also, since the extinction coefficient is not uniform
across all of the optically thick regions, the integrals were broken up even further. The mean
extinction coefficient for a chosen range was used. The Rosseland mean extinction coefficient
equation in practice looks more like the following.
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For the case of the hot-wire, where the material thickness is only 1.4mm based on the
penetration depth, the material is optically thick for only a small portion of the wavelengths and
the resulting Rosseland mean extinction coefficient is 6300 m~I which results an additional
possible thermal conductivity of 0.75 mW/m K. For the case of using in an insulation with a
thickness of 1cm, the material is almost entirely optically thick. The resulting Rosseland mean
extinction coefficient is 2400 m-1 which results an additional possible thermal conductivity of 3.3
mW/m K.
The extinction length or the mean free path of radiation is the inverse of the Rosseland mean
extinction coefficient which, for our aerogel in the hot-wire test, is approximately 0.16 mm
Beyond this distance from the hot-wire, the radiation acts like conduction (emitting and
reabsorbing locally). This extinction length is an order of magnitude smaller than the conduction
mean free path or the penetration depth (calculated previously in section 2.2) of ~1.4mm for the
Cabot Corp. aerogel. Thus, radiation is not significant, but for a larger wire diameter, radiation
may be much more important as seen in equation (52).
3.3 Blackened hot-wire
To further test the effects of radiation in the aerogel, we performed two experiments on two
samples of the same aerogel. One experiment used a shiny polished silver colored hot-wire,
while the other used a blackened hot-wire. The wire was blackened with a VWR Chemical
Resistant marker to make sure that no substantial thickness was added to the diameter of the
wire. The chemical resistance was necessary because the gel, before dried to become an aerogel,
is washed in ethanol which dissolves most inks and paints. The wire was not perfectly coated
when looked at under a microscope, but it is estimated to have been coated by at least 75%. The
results at various pressures are shown below in graphical and tabular format.
The results show that the emissivity of the wire does make a difference. The difference at
ambient pressure is 1.1 mW/m K, with a minimum difference of 0.2 mW/m K and a maximum
difference of 1.4 mW/m K.
Aerogel thermal conductivity with hot-wires of different
emissivity across various reduced pressures
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Figure 19: Thermal conductivity of aerogel (16E) measured with two hot-wires of different
emissivity
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Thermal Conductivity (mW/m K)
Target Pressure (atm) Silver Wire Black Wire
1.0 9.5 10.6
0.83 8.8 9.3
0.7 8.0 8.6
0.5 6.6 7.5
0.3 5.2 6.3
0.1 3.2 4.6
0.05 2.5 3.7
0.01 1.9 3.0
0.001 1.3 1.9
8.90E-08/4.07E-05 0.9 1.1
Table 4: Thermal conductivity of aerogel (1 6E) measured with two hot-wires of different emissivity
3.4 Previous studies of radiation in transient tests
There have been studies by Gross and Tran [33] that have already looked at the interaction
between radiation and an absorbing media (like aerogel) as it influences thermal conductivity
measurements made by the transient hot-wire method. They claim that the transient hot-wire
technique is accurate for materials like aerogel if the extinction coefficient exceeds 5,000 m'
with temperatures near 25 degrees C, but our hot-wire method is different from the past studies
in several different methods.
First, the diameter of the hot-wire used by Gross and Tran is 500pm which is much larger
than the 25ptm used in this study. The smaller diameter wire results in high values for the Fourier
number (which can approach 10-3) which accurately simplifies the solution given by Carslaw and
Jaeger. Similarly, for the short times that this test is run, there are very small penetration depths
within the surrounding media. At one second into the test, 70% of the temperature change
between the wire and the media is within 0.12mm of the surface of the wire. Taking this
dimension as 6, the very small wire diameter results in conduction from the wire which is
k
proportional to -rDL (with very small 6) which is more important than radiation which is
proportional to hrDL where hr = 40-T3
Second, aerogels are not gray bodies. In some wavelength regions, aerogels are very
absorbing and act nearly opaque, while in other regions aerogels are very transparent and let
energy pass by with no interaction. With this wide range of transmissivity/absorption depending
on the wavelength, it is not appropriate to assume one simple type of radiant heat transfer.
To obtain an upper limit for the radiation influence on the hot-wire tests, we can assume as
an upper limit that the aerogel is completely transparent. With this limit, the radiation heat
transfer is no more than 5% of the total generation within the wire. The tests of blackened wire
versus shiny polished wires, shows small differences with the uncertainty limits of the
experiments bears this out. In actual practice, with steady-state conduction across a thicker
aerogel panel, radiation will be important as the phonon conduction is suppressed. In this case
with the sample thickness of approximately 1 cm most of the radiation will be in the optically
thick limit and can be approximated by the Rosseland equation. This yields an effective radiation
contribution to the conductivity of 3.3 mW/m K.
4 Aerogel thermal properties
Aerogel thermal properties can vary widely depending on the production method, the
formula used to create it, and the base component. The aerogels with the lowest thermal
conductivities are those made from silica. The following figure shows the thermal conductivities
reported by Caps [34], Heinemann [35], Lee [36], Rigacci [37], and Zeng [38]. There are three
important things to note from this data. First, the thermal conductivity of silica aerogels drop
with reduced pressure. Second, there is a large difference in the shape of the curve representing
the thermal conductivity drop with pressure when comparing the monolithic samples to the
granular sample. This shape difference can be explained by comparing the gas cavity widths in
the samples to the gas mean free path length. In the monolithic sample, the cavities that contain
gas are the pores in the aerogel structure. These are very small (on the order of 2-100 nm) which
is already on the same order of magnitude of the gas mean free path length. By reducing the
pressure, the gas mean free path length increases, but it cannot get any larger than the pore width.
Once the gas mean free path is limited by the pore size, the thermal conductivity starts to drop. In
the granular sample, the gas cavities include the relatively large voids in between the granules.
Thus the pressure has to be reduced considerably more before the gas mean free path increases to
the same order of magnitude as the cavity widths and then the thermal conductivity begins to
drop.
Literature thermal conductivities of silica aerogels
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Figure 20: Survey of literature silica aerogel thermal conductivities across pressure
4.1 Cabot granules
The first results are from testing the thermal conductivity of a commercially available
aerogel from Cabot Corp. Cabot has already characterized their products and thus there is a
known thermal conductivity available to compare to the measured result using the transient hot-
wire method. We ordered two different types of samples from Cabot: aerogel filled fiber blanket
and aerogel granules. The hot-wire method could not be used to measure the thermal
conductivity of the fiber blanket as it is not homogenous. The granule thermal conductivity was
measured by filling a container that had the hot-wire suspended in the middle with the granules
and then compressing the granules around the wire to try and reduce the contact resistance
between the wire and granules as well as to make the volume ratio of aerogel to air touching the
wire as high as possible. The pressure applied was 10.4 kPa or 1.5 psi. The reported thermal
conductivity from Cabot Corp for their granules is 18 mW/m*K at ambient pressure. Our
corrected result was 19.7 mW/m*K at the same pressure.
The thermal conductivity was also measured over several pressures and the results are
presented in Figure 21 below along with the monolithic literature results and our monolithic
aerogels results. Notice that the granules follow a very different pattern than the monolithic
aerogels. The monolithic aerogels have the greatest thermal conductivity drops at modest
pressure decreases while the granules have the greatest thermal conductivity drop at much lower
pressures. This difference is consistent with other reported granule results from the literature.
Cabot granular aerogel thermal conductivity
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Figure 21: Thermal conductivities of aerogels across different pressures including Cabot Corp's
granules
4.2 Cellulose aerogel
In all of the previous sections, we have been focused on silica aerogel, but there are other
aerogel possibilities as well. One is a cellulose based aerogel. We obtained a sample from
colleagues (Lars Berglund at KTH Stockholm) in Europe. The sample had a density of 17.5
kg/m 3 as compared to 91 kg/m 3 for our silica aerogel. First, we tested the thermal conductivity
with the same hot-wire method as described previously and obtained far inferior results at 28
mW/m*K versus approximately 1 OmW/m*K for our silica aerogel.
Thomas Goutierre performed mechanical tests on the cellulose aerogel as well and found
that it had a Young's modulus on the order of 200 kPa versus approximately 1 MPa for our silica
aerogel. He also looked at the aerogel using a SEM (Scanning Electron Microscope) as shown
the below in figure. The images show a pore size of a few pm versus 2-100 nm for silica aerogel.
This explains the higher thermal conductivity for the same reason that granular aerogels have a
higher thermal conductivity than monolithic aerogel (explained in the introduction to this
chapter); the gas mean free path is significantly smaller than the pore width.
Figure 22: Pictures of the cellulose aerogel using an SEM
Both the thermal properties and the mechanical properties of the cellulose aerogel are poorer
than our silica aerogel and thus it is not ideal for an insulation.
4.3 Monolithic MIT aerogel at reduced pressure
Previous studies presented in the beginning of this section by Caps [34], Heinemann [35],
Lee [36], Rigacci [37], Zeng [38], and more suggest that with modest pressure reduction
monolithic aerogels have significantly reduced thermal conductivity. The five studies mentioned
above all present results of the thermal conductivity of silica aerogel versus pressure. Caps,
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Heinemann, and Rigacci present results for pure silica aerogel, while Zeng and Lee present
results for carbon doped aerogels (the carbon is supposed to help lower the radiation component
of heat transfer). Heinemann used the guarded hot-plate method to measure the thermal
conductivities and used boundaries with two different sets of emissivities. The trend across the
different results is that the thermal conductivity drops the most dramatically in the first bit of
pressure decrease from 1 atm to 0.1 atm for monolithic aerogel. Thus, testing our aerogel at
reduced pressure seems worthwhile.
Our aerogel was tested at several different gas pressures mostly between 1 atm and 0.1 atm,
but with a few data points at lower pressures. The hot-wire method described previously was
used in conjunction with a vacuum chamber and then the end effects correction was applied. The
results show the same approximate trends as expected from the literature for monolithic aerogels.
The greatest reduction in thermal conductivity occurs between 1 atm and 0.1 atm. At stronger
vacuums or lower pressures, the thermal conductivity still goes down, but not by very much. The
results for just our aerogel are shown below in Figure 23. Note that the end effects correction is
more significant at the higher thermal conductivities. The numerical results are presented in the
following table. The 16E description refers to the formula used in making the aerogel and is
described in more detail in section 4.5.
Monolithic MIT aerogel (16E) thermal conductivity
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Figure 23: Thermal conductivity of our aerogel (16E) at reduced pressures
Pressure (atm) Thermal Conductivity Thermal Conductivity
(mW/m*K) - Experiment (mW/m*K) - Corrected
1 10.0 9.5
0.85 9.3 8.8
0.7 8.4 8.0
0.5 7.0 6.6
0.3 5.5 5.2
0.1 3.5 3.2
0.05 2.7 2.5
0.01 2.1 1.9
0.001 1.4 1.3
5.87E-08 0.91 ---
Table 5: Thermal conductivity of our aerogel (16E) at reduced pressures
The next plot, Figure 24, shows the thermal conductivity versus pressure results for the
various literature articles versus our aerogel result. As mentioned before, the general shape of the
curve created by the data points is the same, yet the overall thermal conductivity is much less at
each pressure.
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Figure 24: Thermal conductivity of our aerogel (16E) compared to aerogels in the literature
Compiling the data on the amount of thermal conductivity drop from 1 atm to 0.5 atm, 0.3
atm, and 0.1 atm from previous research would suggest a common trend for both absolute
change and percentage change with pressure. The two different trends are shown compared to
our aerogel in Figure 25 and Figure 26. Note that our aerogel has a great reduction in thermal
conductivity at the initial pressure drops (0.5 to 0.3 atm), but by a drop to 0.1 atm, the amount of
reduction is about the same. This can be explained by the pore size differences between our
aerogel and the literature aerogels. Our aerogel has smaller pore sizes, which facilitates the large
thermal conductivity drop in the beginning.
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Figure 25: Average absolute reduction in thermal conductivity
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All of the above results suggest that the solid conduction and radiation components of heat
transfer are much less for our aerogel. The reduction that is seen with reduced pressure is only
changed in the gaseous conduction component. The results also suggest that is definitely worth
pursuing a final insulation that is at reduced pressure, but only to 1/10 atmosphere.
4.4 Granular MIT aerogel
One concern with monolithic aerogels is that they are difficult to manufacture due to their
fragility and long supercritical drying time. It is quicker and easier to manufacture granular
aerogel. Using the same method described to measure the thermal conductivity of the Cabot
granular samples, we measured the thermal conductivity of the MIT aerogel (16E) in granular
form. The results are shown in the graph below. The maximum granule size was 5mm in
diameter with the majority being much smaller as shown in the following figure. The external
compression pressure was 16.4 kPa (2.4psi) which compressed the aerogel from a height of 0.5"
to 0.3".
Figure 27: Granular MIT aerogel (16E) with ruler
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Figure 28: Thermal conductivity of granular MIT aerogel (16E) versus external pressure
4.5 Comparing all MIT aerogel recipes
As part of the overall project, we were trying to develop a new silica aerogel recipe that
would have reduced thermal conductivity with enhanced mechanical properties. Along the
process, it was discovered that as the mechanical properties are improved the thermal
conductivity unfortunately increases. Thus, the focus became to develop a recipe that has the
lowest thermal conductivity possible yet maintains mechanical properties that enable handling.
The thermal conductivity results for the main recipes tested are presented below. Note that the
different aerogel recipes are differentiated by a number followed by letter 'E'. The number
represents the solvent concentration of ethanol as compared to silica. The higher the number, the
higher the solvent concentration. The 'E' refers to the solvent being ethanol.
Three different methods of gelation were also used. In the one step method, hydrolysis,
condensation, and gelation occur simultaneously after precursors and one catalyst are mixed. In
the two step method, the precursors and catalyst 1 are mixed causing hydrolysis. Then, a
different catalyst is added to induce condensation and gelation. In the three step method, there
are three catalyst steps which allow better control over the aerogel's final pore size distribution.
The only aerogels that were made using the one and two step methods are specifically labeled in
the data presented below (16E-lstep and 8E-2step), while all the other aerogels were made using
the three step method. The thermal conductivity of aerogel 16E is presented both when measured
by the silver hot-wire and blackened hot-wire. All other aerogels were measured using a silver
hot-wire. To clarify, all previously mentioned MIT aerogel samples were 16E measured with a
silver wire and were made using the three step process.
MIT Monolithic Aerogel Thermal Conductivity at Various
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Figure 29: Thermal conductivity comparison of all MIT formula aerogels across pressures
Pressure Thermal Conductivity (mW/m K) by Aerogel sample
(atm) 16E Silver wire 16E Black wire 16E - 1step 12E 8E - 2step
1.0 9.5 10.6 11.5 8.9 9.1
0.85 8.8 9.3 10.4 8.3 8.5
0.7 8.0 8.6 9.3 7.5 7.9
0.5 6.6 7.5 7.7 6.3 6.9
0.3 5.2 6.3 5.8 5.1 5.8
0.1 3.2 4.6 2.9 3.5 4.5
0.05 2.5 3.7 2.0 2.7 3.8
0.01 1.9 3.0 1.3 2.2 3.3
0.001 1.3 1.9 0.8 1.6 2.7
vacuum 0.86 1.1 0.4 1.1 2.1
Table 6: Thermal conductivity comparison of all MIT formula aerogels across pressures
From this data, it seems that there is not a huge difference in the thermal conductivities of
the various monolithic MIT aerogel formulas. The 12E sample starts out with the lowest thermal
conductivity, but it is still within 0.6 mW/mK of the 8E-2step formula and the 16E Silver wire
sample. By the time the pressure is reduced to 0. latm, the 16E Silver wire sample and the 16E-
1 step samples have lower thermal conductivities. Since the idea for the final insulation is to use
the aerogel at the slightly reduced pressure of 0.1 atm, it seems that the 16E sample may be the
best option. It has the second lowest thermal conductivity at 0.1 atm and still has a low thermal
conductivity at 1 atm in case the insulation gets punctured.
5 Flexible design
There are numerous situations that require insulations to be applied to non-planer surfaces.
Theses surfaces can be pipes, ducts, appliances, industrial facilities, and more. The only
insulation choices in these cases are flexible materials or spray insulations. In other cases, where
surfaces are planar like in buildings, flexible insulations can ease installation. Other uses for
flexible insulation that can maintain flexibility throughout use include clothing, outwear, shoes,
blankets, and tents.
There are many different types of flexible insulations available today. For clothing, there is
felt, down, and man-made fibers. For buildings, there are fiber glass, mineral wool blankets, and
open cell foams. The problem is that none of these insulations has a low thermal conductivity
like silica aerogel, but unfortunately silica aerogel is not flexible or durable enough without
protection. Aspen Aerogel and Cabot Corp, mentioned previously, each make a flexible aerogel
composite insulation that is essentially a fiber matting that was filled with the aerogel solution in
liquid form. The solution is allowed to form a gel and then the entire composite is run through
the supercritical drying process. Unfortunately, the aerogel in between the fibers is friable and
with repeated flexing the blanket sheds silica dust and the introduction of fibers into the silica
aerogel increases the overall thermal conductivity. Also, there are large air voids between the
broken pieces of aerogel which also increases the overall thermal conductivity.
To get around these issues and still take advantage of the low thermal conductivity of silica
aerogel, we propose a flexible panel composed primarily of small inflexible components jointed
together. The idea stems from the joining system used in bubble wrap depicted in the figure
below. It is essentially solid pieces that are connected by a flexible film. This works great to
ensure flexibility, but it leaves a substantial gap between the two solid insulating components.
This gap is filled with air and creates a thermal bridge (a short cut for the heat to transfer) across
the insulation panel. Thus, the overall effectiveness of the insulation would go down. If the gap
area were ten percent of the sectional area, the combination of conduction and radiation through
the gap would increase the average conductivity of the aerogel matrix by about a factor of 2.
Figure 30: Bubble wrap joining method
A better geometry for the insulating components is that shown below. Each component is
cut on one side to fit into the next component and on the other side to accept the previous
component. The entire set is laminated together with a thin elastic film under tension. When the
entire assemble is bent, the individual components rotate relative to their neighboring
components, while the containing film holds the components tightly together so that there is no
air gap. Overall, this design would allow a flexible insulation with superior insulating properties.
Figure 31: Concept for flexible insulation with joining components held together with tensioned
elastic film: straight and flexed.
The next figure shows a wooden model of the concept to illustrate the flexible performance.
In this case, the rigid elements are triangular. This geometry allows flexibility along three
different axes. Elements with other shapes can be made to achieve different degrees of
flexibility.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 32: Wooden model of flexible insulation concept. (a) top view (b) side view (c) bent along
triangular axis (d) bent along different axis
In an actual insulation with the aerogel, each individual rigid component would be made of
the aerogel, the rigid 3D truss structure developed by Thomas Goutierre for supporting the
aerogel and creating the component shape, and a surrounding impenetrable film barrier to
maintain the reduced pressure. If the finished flexible panel is punctured, only one component
will be affected instead of the entire panel. The flexible insulation can be shipped in roll form
and deployed, for example, in the interior wall of a building similar to wallpaper.
6 Conclusion and future research
The transient hot-wire method for measuring the thermal conductivity of silica aerogel was
validated. Radiation, although not a concern during the hot-wire test, may contribute up to 3.3
mW/m K of additional thermal conductivity over that measured using the transient hot-wire
method. The thermal conductivity of monolithic silica aerogel developed in this research
program drops significantly from 9.3 mW/m K to 3.2 mW/m K with modest pressure reduction
from 1 atm to 0. 1atm. The same aerogel in granular form has a much higher thermal conductivity
of 15.0 mW/m K when at ambient gas pressure with a modest compression applied to compact
the granules and reduce the size air voids. Granular aerogel also has to be reduced to a much
lower gas pressure (and thus more expensive in a final product) to see reductions in thermal
conductivity similar to the monolithic aerogel. On the other hand, granular aerogel should be
cheaper to produce and can more easily be inserted into an external structure. A possible design
concept for a flexible insulation panel was presented that could accommodate either the
monolithic or granular aerogel.
In the future, work needs to be done to determine if making granular aerogel is a better path
to follow over monolithic aerogel. If so, the best way to reduce size of the air gaps between
granules and thus reduce the thermal conductivity is to fill the gaps with smaller granules. The
question remains on how to ensure even distribution of the multi-sized granules and how much
external pressure needs to be applied to minimize the thermal conductivity without crushing the
aerogel's structure.
Future research on the project includes determining how to combine the different
components (the aerogel, the external structure, and the flexible design) into a completed panel,
testing the completed panel's thermal conductivity on a guarded hot-plate, and making the design
easy to manufacture.
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Figure 33: Extinction coefficient (0 to 25000 m") of MIT aerogel (16E) at each wavelength in the mid to far infrared regions
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Figure 34: Extinction coefficient (0 to 10000 m) of MIT aerogel (16E) at each wavelength in the mid to far infrared regions
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Figure 35: Extinction coefficient (0 to 5000 m-1) of MIT aerogel (16E) at each wavelength in the mid to far infrared regions
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Figure 36: Extinction coefficient (0 to 2500 n) of MIT aerogel (16E) at each wavelength in the mid to far infrared regions
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